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So, what has been happening under 
the sun?

Alarming state of the environment:
• Changes of the global climate model;
• Tragedy of the commons (Garret Hardin, 1968);
• Tragedy of the non-commons (Josh Farley, 

2006);
• The most binding constraint on economic 

growth may be waste absorption capacity of 
the environment, which is the non-
excludable but rival global sink.

Sustainable Society Index
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Sustainable Society Index
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Україна  

Sustainable Society Index
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Sustainable Society Index: Countries 
Profile 

SSI-2008 SSI-2006 

value Rank value Rank

Sweden 7,02 1 6,99 1 

Switzerland 6,96 2 6,94 3 

Norway 6,95 3 6,97 2 

Finland 6,93 4 6,81 6 

Austria 6,80 5 6,89 4 

Iceland 6,69 6 6,64 7 

Vietnam 6,67 7 6,69 8 

Georgia 6,46 8 6,40 12 

New Zealand 6,44 9 6,46 15 

Latvia 6,43 10 6,51 9 

Costa Rica 6,39 11 6,32 10 

Lithuania 6,39 12 6,20 23 

Netherlands 6,37 13 6,24 11 

Denmark 6,29 14 6,17 22 

1. Modern forms of knowledge production
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Forms of knowledge production

• Disciplinary Research
• Multidisciplinary Research
• Interdisciplinary Research
• Transdisciplinary Research

Forms of knowledge production (1)
Disciplinary Research

(Cronin, 2008)

• Object of research lies within a particular
science scope;

• Well-defined academic research methods
are used in research;

• Development of new knowledge or theory
within specific discipline.
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Forms of knowledge production (2)
Multidisciplinary Research

• Research task (a real-world problem) relates
to several sciences;

• Each scientific group
• works within own framework;
• Uses own methods for research
• Provides own scientific picture
• Result of research consists from several distinctive

perspectives

• Lack of discipline cooperation, data and
findings exchange.

Forms of knowledge production (3)
Interdisciplinary Research

• A real-world problem relate to several
sciences;

• Integration of framework, data, research
methodology (redrawing scientific map);

• Result of research is single integrative
framework which provide a holistic view
of the problem and way of its solving.
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Forms of knowledge production (3)
Interdisciplinary Research (Klein, 2007)

Aim of interdisciplinarity
• Bridge building between 

disciplines
Or

• Restructuring disciplines 
where parts of disciplines 
are detached to form a new 
coherent whole 

Forms of interdisciplinarity
– Narrow

interdisciplinarity -
disciplines with
compatible methods
and paradigms (like
history and literature);

– Wide interdisciplinarity -
disciplines with little
compatibility in methods and
paradigms (like natural
sciences and humanities)

Forms of knowledge production
Transdisciplinary Research (5)

• Applies a participatory approach to
interdisciplinary research:
– transcends the narrow scope of disciplinary

perspectives (redraws the scientific map);
– co-learning (encouragement of traditional

knowledge).
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2. Profile
of transdisciplinary research

Transdisciplinary Research

“Transdisciplinary studies… integrate
academic researchers from different
unrelated disciplines and non-academic
participants, such as land managers and
the public, to research a common goal and
create new knowledge and theory.”

(MoRST, 2008)
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Transdisciplinary Research

• Getting grasp of complex real life problems;
• Breaking down the disciplinary boundaries;
• Merging of existing disciplines;
• Benefits from non-academic (traditional) 

knowledge;
• The results often are overarching synthesis from 

the involved stakeholders’ perspectives;
• Movement towards socially robust knowledge 

(Nowotny, 1999). 

Transdisciplinary Research

• 1970 - an early call for transdisciplinary 
research (report of   an International conference on 
education supported by OECD);

• 1994 - one of the first transdisciplinary case 
studies in Europe (ETH, Zurich);

• 1997  - one of the first transdisciplinary case 
studies in US, pioneered by Gund Institute for 
Ecological Economics, Vermont University.  
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Transdisciplinary research in relation  to other 

forms of knowledge production

Level of sciences 
integration

Low Higher

All stakeholders

Academic 
stakeholders

Level of society 
involvement

Disciplinary 
research

Multidisciplinary 
research

Interdisciplinary research

Transdisciplinary research

Drivers for TDR 
(US National Academy of Science, 2004)

• The inherent complexity of nature and society;
• The desire to explore problems not confined to 

a single discipline;
• The need to solve societal problems;
• The power of new technology.

As a mode  of discovery TDR has delivered much 
and already promises a lot more.
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3. Scientific ateliers as a new approach for 
integrating research, education and policy

Scientific Ateliers
(Farley, Zahvoyska, Maksymiv, 2009)

A self-designing, collaborative process for solving real world problems
that occur where human and ecological systems meet. 

Its advantages:
• Building researchers’, students’ and other stakeholders’ capacity of 

real-world problems solving using interdisciplinary methodology;
• Creating new knowledge with practical applications for both academia 

and society;
• Stimulating students towards self-regulating education and 

approaching their future professional activity;
• Developing new educational model integrating usual lectures with 

field-based teaching and internet-based education;
• Facilitating dialog and mutual understanding among academia and 

community, among stakeholders itself;
• Improving research-society communication, knowledge dissemination 

and collaboration in society as a whole.
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Ontology of the Atelier
(study of what exists)

“Ecological Economics and SFM in the Ukrainian 
Carpathians” (Lviv, 2007)

http://www.uvm.edu/giee/ateliers/ukraine/en
• Forest cover in the Carpathians is 2,08 mln ha (36,7%);
• High value of forest ecosystems services (MEA, 2005); 
• The largest contiguous stand of old growth European 

beech (Fagus sylvatica) forest in the world (UNESCO list of 
Cultural and Natural Harritage, 2007); 

• The highest level of endemic biodiversity in Europe;
• Rich Ukrainian ethnographic subcultures of the peoples.

Ontology of the Atelier
“Ecological Economics and SFM in the Ukrainian 

Carpathians” (Lviv, 2007)
• The atelier brought together scientists and students 

from 
– Yale and Vermont Universities, US, 
– Swedish Agricultural University (SLU)
– Ukrainian National Forestry University.

• Forest experts, entrepreneurs, students, local 
community representatives and environmental NGOs .

• Ecological economics and sustainable forest 
management: developing a transdisciplinary approach 
for the Carpathian Mountains” (2009). I.P. Soloviy, W.S. 
Keeton (Eds.). 
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Environment &
NAtural 

Resource  
ECOnomics

retrospective:
•1996 – 1997 – pre-project NARECO

•1997 – 2000 – joint project ENARECO

•2000 – 2001 – compact project Dissemination  ENARECO

Aim of ENARECO master 
program:

to prepare high-level specialists 
who can combine 

ecology with economics
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In the process of curricula development UNFU 
was supported by EU universities:

Peculiarities of  ENARECO master 
program

• How economic and societal demands can be
rendered compatible with the requirements
of environmental conservation;

• Dealing with various sectors of economy;
• The central concern is a practice-oriented

education;
• Program is open to graduates from a variety 

of different fields. 
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ENARECO-Structure
Envi-
ron-
ment

and

Na-
tural

Re-
sour-

ce

Eco-
no-

mics

Fundamentals of 
Ecology

Fundamentals of 
Economy

Environmental Policy 
and Law

Methodology of 
Environmental Economics

Natural Resource 
Management

Economics of Tourism 
and Recreation

Environmental Economics

Enterprise Environmental Enterprise Environmental 
Management

Land Use Economics

ENARECO students

• Have bachelor degree on economics, management, forestry, 
ecology, law etc (solid knowledge)

Plus 
• Broad range of courses focused on sustainability (sustainable 

resource use, economic analysis, environmental management, 
life cycle thinking etc.)

Hence master program enables
• cultivation of disciplinary depth
• multidisciplinary breadth 
• Interdisciplinary integration

(Klein, 2008).
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Epistemology of the Atelier
(how we acquire knowledge)

• Physical nature of the system
• Stakeholders’ values 

concerning desirable state of 
the system.

• Epistemics:
• Analysis 
• Synthesis
• Communication.

• Anecdotic information.
• Methods of post-normal 

science.

Post Normal Science
(Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1994, 2008, Söderbaum, 2001).

• Science cannot delivery certainty 
• Nor it is free from 

• values, 
• personal judgments, 

• institutional agendas.

(Funtowicz and Ravetz, 2008)
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The Nature of Ecological Economic Problems (Farley et 
al, 2005)

• Complex human-measured 
synergetic systems
 Non-linearity, 
 self-organization 
 evolutionism 

• Sample size of one 
• Facts uncertain
• Stakes high
• Decisions urgent
• Values matter
• Conventional ‘objective’ science 

is inappropriate

Epistemological Tensions in Science
(Söderbaum, 2001)

Traditional premises
• Mechanistic;
• Value neutrality;
• Objectivity;
• Universal regularities;
• Reductionist;
• One-directional causation
• Optimal solutions;
• Disseminate knowledge 

Alternative premises
• Evolutionary;
• Values unavoidable;
• Subjectivity;
• Contextualism, uniqueness;
• Holistic;
• Multi-directional causation;
• Illuminate, search consensus, 

mitigate conflicts;
• Dialog and co-operative 

learning 
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Epistemology of the Atelier (how we 
acquire knowledge)

• Interdisciplinary integration in the atelier:
• Ecologists explain ecosystems generate functions
• Economists explain that those functions are 

ecosystem services 
• As well as the lost of these services was an 

opportunity cost of the clearcutting;

• Communications are facilitated by ENGOs.

From empty to full world 
(Daly, Farley, 2003, p.18)
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From empty to full world 
(Daly, Farley, 2003, p.18)

Optimal 
scale

When to stop rule, 
(Daly, Farley, 2003)
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Atelier methodology

• deep interviews,

• focus groups and questionnaire development; 

• rapid ecological assessment techniques; 

• quantitative techniques like statistical analysis 
and valuation of ecosystem services; 

• policy analysis; 

• advanced computer based modeling.

Valuing ecosystem services

• Parametric models of willingness to pay for 
forest ecosystem services
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Conceptual Content Cognitive 
Mapping

• A. Kearney, G. Bradley, R. Kaplan and
S.Kaplan, 1999;

• S. Kant i S. Lee; 2004.

•Forest Values Universe
•Cognitive maps of preferences 
(95 % confidence level)

Form Synopsis 
Environmental Air purification, Oxygen supply, Climate regulation, 

Biodiversity, Water regulation, Nutrient cycling
Recreational Rest, Hiking, Picnics, Pastime with friends
Economic Income and benefits from forest industry spin off, 

Timber and other marketed wood products, 
Employment and relevant satisfaction, Options for 
tourist business development 

Local values Non-wood forest products, Meat and furs of wild 
animals, Firewood, Fodder 

Educational Education and training, Science and research, 
Observations and monitoring, Educational actions

Health care and 
recovery

Health improving, Medical herbs, Vitamins, Relaxation 

Tourism Hunting, Rock-climbing, Tourism, Sport competitions
Aesthetic Picturesque landscapes, Birds and other animals 

watching and listening, Decorative articles, Odors and 
sounds 

Cultural and 
Emotional 

Spiritual and historical values, Quietness, insouciance, 
solitariness, Inspiriting, stimulation creative ability , 
Relations with wildlife 
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Cognitive maps of preferences 
(95 % confidence level)

Individuals’/groups’ preferences concerning 
forest ecosystem services, ranks

Interactive model of teaching

. Model of interactive problem-based mutual learning

“Sender-receiver” model of teaching
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Atelier management (1) Spadework

• Choosing a problem
• Crystallizing atelier idea
• Announcing atelier
• Panel lecture on scientific environment regarding a case study
• Familiarization with a case study 
• Enrolling students 
• Selecting scientific team
• Developing relevant net
• Designing atelier web-site 
• Building appropriate internet-based curriculum 
• Self-regulated learning.

Atelier management (2)
Atelier

• Scientific conference
• Field trips
• Discussion with stakeholders
• Team learning
• Stakeholders interviewing  
• Data collection
• Team discussion 
• Scientific expertise
• Preparing draft of recommendations
• Discussion of further investigation 
• Debates on future publications
• Preliminary preparation (questionnaire, techniques, database 

etc). 
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Atelier management (3)
Final work

• Research
• Recommendations for a real world problem 

solving
• Papers 
• Books 
• Publication of main results on a web-site 
• Conference.

Atelier findings
Educational benefits

• Innovation form of sustainability teaching is pioneered 
/updated;

• Self-regulating sustainability learning is originated / improved;
• Cross-institutional knowledge exchange is facilitated;
• Sustainability capacity-building curriculum and didactics is 

enriched;
• A fruitful blend of academic lecturing, problem-based learning 

and internet-based education; 
• Interdisciplinary and collaborative teaching model for mutual 

academia and society learning is designed and implemented.
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Ateliers’ results
from a scientific perspective

• New approaches, tools and techniques usually 
accompany conceptualized case study of 
specific phenomena caused by human activity 
in ecological-economic systems;

• Scientific knowledge are complemented by 
knowledge of a society, community and / or 
stakeholders;

• Strengthen relations between university 
education and science. 

Social benefits

• Communities involved in atelier development obtain a powerful 
surge of knowledge, ideas, scientifically-grounded 
recommendations toward implementing eco-innovations in 
business, professional and personal environment;

• Communities established links to academia;
• Creative and fruitful polylogue among stakeholders was 

originated;
• Students familiarized themselves with a real-world problem and 

community capacity-building methodology they will face 
throughout those future careers;

• Institutions and communities improved cross-cultural relations. 
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Conclusions
Sustainable Development as a Guiding Principle 

of Post-Brundtland Society

1. How to provide additional, relevant to current 
implicated situation knowledge; 

2. How to deliver them to students and local 
community; 

3. How to induce people to act sustainably both 
– in private 
– as well as in professional environment?


